Conrad Grebel University College
University of Waterloo
PACS605: Conflict Transformation and Peacebuilding
Winter 2018

Class Time: Thursdays 9am-11:50am
Location: CGUC Room 4224

Instructor: Jennifer Ball, PhD, RPP, MCIP
Office Hours: Preferably by appointment, or generally Tuesday 1pm-2pm & Thursday 1-3pm
Office Location: CGUC 2103C
Phone: 519-885-0220 x24262
Email: jennifer.ball@uwaterloo.ca

Land Acknowledgement
We are on the traditional territory of the Attiwandaron (Neutral), Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee peoples. The University of Waterloo is situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land promised to the Six Nations that includes ten kilometres on each side of the Grand River.

Course Description:
This course explores the theoretical and practical foundations of conflict transformation and peacebuilding. Attention will be given to a range of methods, skills, and frameworks for working with conflict to advance positive goals such as social equity, nonviolent change, restorative justice, and reconciliation, both in community settings and in larger-scale conflict situations.

Course Objectives/Expectations/Requirements:
Upon completing PACS 605 students should be able to:

- identify and understand the structural elements of the Circle process
- discuss key goals and values of conflict transformation, with particular attention to social equity, nonviolent change, and reconciliation;
- describe how conflict transformation practice relates to the larger field of conflict resolution, and to its traditional repertoire of methods and practices;
- describe the nature and scope of peacebuilding practice;
- discuss applications of conflict transformation and peacebuilding at various levels of human interaction, from interpersonal and intergroup to international and global;
- provide examples of ways in which strategic peacebuilding approaches can generate more comprehensive, participatory, and holistic responses to conflict;
- identify core principles of restorative justice, and describe ways in which these principles relate
to conflict transformation and peacebuilding practices;
• identify key skills that are critical for conflict transformation, with particular attention to practices of mediation and interpersonal communication;
• reflect on their own preparations for peacebuilding, and plans for refining peace skills;
• develop a comprehensive peacebuilding strategy that might be applied to address an ongoing social conflict.

Required Reading Materials:

NOTES:
• All of the above texts are available at the uWaterloo Campus Store and at Library Reserves in Milton Good Library, Conrad Grebel University College.
• Additional readings will be made available through LEARN and/or eReserves, and are marked with an “*” in the course schedule below (see p. 4).

Web Page: This course will make use of a WATERLOO LEARN website. Important course announcements will appear here from time to time. To access these announcements and make use of additional course resources posted in LEARN. Enter your WatIAM username and password. If you encounter difficulties, you are welcome to contact learnhelp.uwaterloo.ca. After you have successfully logged in, click on the PACS 605 link in the yellow “My Courses and Communities” menu. Be sure that the email address listed under your name in LEARN is an address that you check on a regular basis.

Assignments will also be handed in on LEARN via the appropriate dropboxes. Click on “Assessments”, then on “Dropbox”, and then on the specific dropdown for the assignment. Upload your assignment. Expect to receive your assignment back with feedback also via the same dropdown.

Course Requirements & Evaluation Criteria:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Discussion Leadership</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Twice - as assigned in groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Reflection Response</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Weekly - Friday by midnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacebuilding Strategy Paper</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Thursday March 29th by class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-Home Final Exam</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>April 16th - midnight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20% Class Discussion Leadership (10% for each of two classes): Each of you will be assigned to a group of 3 or 4. For two specified classes, your group will be responsible to lead the class discussion on the assigned readings for those weeks. Each of you will synthesize and highlight important points from the readings, providing some intellectual analysis and personal commentary or interpretation of them. As a group, you will provide a short list of questions (2-4) for further discussion. Handouts summarizing both key points and discussion questions are expected.

In this way, your group will “re-introduce” other students to the readings early in the class session and set the stage for further discussion. Each presenter will take about 5 minutes for their initial “re-introduction” section (20 minutes total). Presenters should consult carefully to ensure that the group as a whole fully covers the assigned material. Prof. Ball may then explore key topics in further detail, after which, time will be set aside for class discussion, based as much as possible on some of the questions your group has prepared.

In the second half of the term, your group will be responsible for the Opening and Closing of the Circle, as well as the check-in round.

Your group will be evaluated on the following criteria: clarity of delivery, coverage of readings, value for discussion, original insight or creativity, value of handout, time management.

30% Weekly Reflective Response: A significant aspect of learning in this course will take place through class discussions, many of which will happen in a Circle format. As a means of evaluating both your participation in the course, your understandings of the readings, and your learning process, you will write a weekly reflective response. Following each class, submit a 200-300 word response to the question, “How have the class discussions changed your initial understanding of the readings? Make direct references to the readings.” This template is posted on LEARN and should be submitted to the appropriate dropbox each week by midnight on Friday.

30% Peacebuilding Strategy Project (25% for a paper + 5% for a presentation): This project includes a 2500-3000 word paper (double spaced, 11 or 12 pt font) and a short, 5-minute presentation. As a peacebuilding strategy project, it will involve “prospective thinking” to formulate an integrative strategy for sustainable conflict transformation efforts, tailored to fit a particular context and make use of available resources as effectively as possible. This strategy should draw upon applicable concepts from throughout the term (weeks 1 through 11), and should propose activities that 1) are responsive to the deeper roots of conflict, and 2) contribute towards a coherent vision for change. Students may choose from a wide range of conflict scenarios.

Each student will submit their paper (via dropbox on LEARN), due at the beginning of class on March 29th (Week 12), and give the presentation to the class on the same date.

20% Take-Home Final Exam: This exam will consist of short essay questions asking you to apply concepts from readings and presentations to real or hypothetical peacebuilding issues and scenarios. The expected length of submissions is 2000-2500 words (double spaced, 11 or 12 pt font). The due date is Monday, April 16th by midnight via dropbox on LEARN.
Course Schedule & Reading Assignments:

Week 1 (January 4): Meeting One Another and Making Plans
What are our goals and plans for the term? What do we already know about conflict transformation and peacebuilding, and what do we want to learn? How will we work together?


Week 2 (January 11): Goals of Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation
What are some of the challenges and opportunities facing contemporary peacebuilders, and what is the rationale for comprehensive or “systemic” peacebuilding strategies? What are some of the distinguishing characteristics of conflict transformation and peacebuilding as responses to conflict, within the larger context of conflict resolution practice?

Required Readings:
  - Introduction (pp. xv-xvii), Chapter 1 (“Global Overview,” pp. 2-10), Chapter 2 (“Characteristics of Deeply Divided Societies,” pp. 11-18), Chapter 3 (“Reconciliation: The Building of Relationship,” pp. 23-35)
  - Introduction (pp. xv-xviii), Chapter 1 (“Assumptions about Conflict,” pp. 3-11)
  - Introduction (pp. vii-xi), Chapter 1 (“Critical Links Between Peacebuilding and Trauma Healing,” pp. 4-26)

Recommended Readings:
  - “Designing a Way Forward” (pp. xxiii-xxviii), Chapter 1 (“Peace and Conflict Studies...,” pp. 3-18)

Week 3 (January 18): Complex Conflict Systems
How can peacebuilders come to terms with the complexity of “conflict-habituated” social systems, and with the multi-dimensional challenges that confront populations experiencing protracted conflict? What are some constructive ways of moving from analysis to engagement?

Required Readings:
Week 4 (January 25): Strategic Peacebuilding

How can peacebuilding strategically include and connect diverse actors in society? What is the rationale for integrated peacebuilding frameworks, and what are key criteria for effective practice? What are some ways in which communities have drawn upon their own resources to navigate dangerous socio-political contexts, creating localized peace in the midst of destructive conflict?

Required Readings:

  - Chapters 4-11 (pp. 37-152)
Week 5 (February 1): Local Contexts and Resources

How can attention to “the local” contribute to sustainable peacebuilding practices? Why have diverse actors, including international organizations as well as NGOs, placed increasing emphasis on local ownership and empowerment? What can we learn from concrete examples of local peacebuilding (or war avoidance)?

Required Readings:

  - Chapter 13 (“The Relevance of Nonwar Communities,” pp. 171-176).

Week 6 (February 8): Nonviolent Civil Resistance as a Basis for Conflict Transformation

How do intentionally nonviolent conflict strategies shape intergroup dynamics? How can escalation processes be managed in ways that support equitable negotiations, particularly in dangerous and/or oppressive situations? What has been learned about nonviolent conflict, and how can this knowledge advance conflict transformation and peacebuilding?

Required Readings:

- *Robert C. Johansen, "Radical Islam and Nonviolence: A Case Study of Religious Empowerment and Constraint Among Pashtuns," Journal of Peace Research.* (Read entire article. This is a substantive case study of a frequently overlooked nonviolent movement, authored by a prominent peace research scholar.)
clear illustration of the "pragmatic nonviolence" school of thought, as expounded by Gene Sharp and the International Centre on Nonviolent Conflict.

Peace Vigil in Colombia – Source online

Week 7 (February 15): Multiple Peacebuilding Tracks

What can a gender lens add to our understanding of peace resources and processes? Why is it important for peacebuilders to think about religion? How can diverse civil society actors contribute to a “multi-track” peacebuilding process?

Required Readings:


Reading Week (February 22): No Class
**Week 8 (March 1): Peace Skills**

*What are some of the most essential communication skills for peacemakers to master? What are some potential benefits of sustained dialogue and relationship building?*

**Required Readings:**

**Recommended Readings:**
  - Chapter 19 (“Milestones on a Journey in Peace and Conflict Studies,” pp. 371-393), Chapter 20 (“Where Do We Go from Here?” pp. 397-403)

**Week 9 (March 8): Mediation and Other Third-party Roles**

*How do North American mediation practices conventionally operate? How can familiarity with mediation processes be used to advance conflict transformation within communities as well as in larger-scale social and political settings?*

**Required Readings:**
  - Chapter 2 (“Understanding Conflict and the Role of Mediation,” pp. 12-21)
  - Section 2: Introduction to Mediation (Chapters 3-10, pp. 25-84)
  - Section 4: Building Peace in Communities (Chapter 14, pp. 107-117)

**Recommended Readings:**
  - Section 3: Communication Skills and Tools (Chapters 11-13, pp. 87-104)

*Petals of Hope in Omagh, Northern Ireland*

Week 10 (March 15): Cross-Cultural Engagement

How can peacemaking best proceed amidst significant differences in cultures and worldviews? How can peacebuilders acquire greater competence at working with cultural differences?

Required Readings:
  o pp. 11-49 [then skim pp. 49-74]; pp. 74-111; pp. 119-143

Required Readings:
  o Chapter 13 (“Indigenous Processes of Conflict Resolution,” pp. 245-270)

Week 11 (March 22): Arts-based and Environmental Approaches to Peacebuilding

What are some areas of creativity and innovation in the peacebuilding field? How are the arts shaping some approaches to conflict transformation? How can peacebuilding processes integrate or leverage ecological considerations?

Required Readings:
  o Chapter 9 (“Arts Approaches to Peace,” pp. 185-203)
  o Chapter 12 (“War on Earth?” pp. 217-244), Chapter 16 (“Narrative...,” pp. 311-328)

Week 12 (March 29): Presentations

- *Peacebuilding Strategy Paper due at the beginning of class.*
- *Take-Home Exam due Monday, April 16th at midnight via dropbox on LEARN.*
As we progress through the term, please remember:

- In academics as in life more generally, what we get from an experience depends on what we put into it. **Preparation for class** (completing reading and writing assignments on time, tracking world events) is the basis for effective learning.

- When we come to class prepared to participate and pose questions, we transform the classroom environment, making active and collaborative learning possible. We discover that **learning is a communal rather than a solitary endeavour**, and that each one of us is a resource for everyone else in the learning process.

- The subject matter covered by Peace and Conflict Studies courses is inevitably open to **multiple interpretations**. This means that you will not always agree with ideas presented in course readings, lectures, and discussions. In such cases, disagreement is often a good thing, so long as it enables you to develop an enhanced capacity to express where you stand in relation to others. What matters most is not whether or not we all agree, but whether or not we are willing to engage one another with respect and integrity.

- Collaborative learning requires not only preparation and self-expression, but also a commitment to **active listening**. Active listening is a communication skill that we develop as we begin to hear not only words, opinions, and ideas, but also the experiences and the awareness **behind** them. When we practice active listening, we cease to merely debate and begin to sharpen the focus of our deliberations. We clarify divergent perceptions and develop deeper understanding of contrasting perspectives. We become a clear mirror, reflecting back what we have heard and asking questions to learn rather than to score rhetorical points. In the process, we test and refine our own ideas and those held by others.
UWATERLOO POLICIES

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of the University of Waterloo are expected to promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility. See the UWATERLOO ACADEMIC INTEGRITY WEBPAGE and the ARTS ACADEMIC INTEGRITY WEBPAGE for more information.

DISCIPLINE: A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid committing academic offences, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student who is unsure whether an action constitutes an offence, or who needs help in learning how to avoid offences (e.g., plagiarism, cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration should seek guidance from the course professor, academic advisor, or the Undergraduate Associate Dean. When misconduct has been found to have occurred, disciplinary penalties will be imposed under Policy 71 – Student Discipline. For information on categories of offenses and types of penalties, students should refer to POLICY 71 - STUDENT DISCIPLINE. FOR TYPICAL PENALTIES CHECK GUIDELINES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF PENALTIES.

GRIEVANCE: A student who believes that a decision affecting some aspect of his/her university life has been unfair or unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance. Read POLICY 70 - STUDENT PETITIONS AND GRIEVANCES, Section 4. When in doubt, please be certain to contact the department’s administrative assistant who will provide further assistance.

APPEALS: A decision made or penalty imposed under POLICY 70 - STUDENT PETITIONS AND GRIEVANCES (OTHER THAN A PETITION) OR POLICY 71 - STUDENT DISCIPLINE MAY BE APPEALED IF THERE IS A GROUND. A STUDENT WHO BELIEVES HE/SHE HAS A GROUND FOR AN APPEAL SHOULD REFER TO POLICY 72 - STUDENT APPEALS.

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS:

THE WRITING CENTRE

The Writing Centre works across all faculties to help students clarify their ideas, develop their voices, and write in the style appropriate to their disciplines. Writing Centre staff offer one-on-one support in planning assignments and presentations, using and documenting research, organizing and structuring papers, and revising for clarity and coherence.

You can make multiple appointments throughout the term, or drop in at the Library for quick questions or feedback. To book a 50-minute appointment and to see drop-in hours, visit www.uwaterloo.ca/writing-centre. Group appointments for team-based projects, presentations, and papers are also available.

Please note that writing specialists guide you to see your work as readers would. They can teach you revising skills and strategies, but will not proof-read or edit for you. Please bring hard copies of your assignment instructions and any notes or drafts to your appointment.

ACCOMMODATION FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

NOTE FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES: The ACCESSABILITY SERVICES office, located on the first floor of the Needles Hall extension (1401), collaborates with all academic departments to arrange appropriate accommodations for students with disabilities without compromising the academic integrity of the
curriculum. If you require academic accommodations to lessen the impact of your disability, please register with the AS office at the beginning of each academic term.

**Mental Health Support**

**On Campus**
- Counselling Services: counselling.services@uwaterloo.ca / 519-888-4567 xt 32655
- **MATES**: one-to-one peer support program offered by Federation of Students (FEDS) and Counselling Services
- Health Services Emergency service: located across the creek form Student Life Centre

**Off campus, 24/7**
- **Good2Talk**: Free confidential help line for post-secondary students. Phone: 1-866-925-5454
- Grand River Hospital: Emergency care for mental health crisis. Phone: 519-749-433 ext. 6880
- **Here 24/7**: Mental Health and Crisis Service Team. Phone: 1-844-437-3247
- **OK2BME**: set of support services for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or questioning teens in Waterloo. Phone: 519-884-0000 extension 213

Full details can be found online at the Faculty of ARTS website
Download **UWaterloo and regional mental health resources (PDF)**
Download the **WatSafe app** to your phone to quickly access mental health support information

**Cross-listed Course**
Please note that a cross-listed course will count in all respective averages no matter under which rubric it has been taken. For example, a PHIL/PSCI cross-list will count in a Philosophy major average, even if the course was taken under the Political Science rubric.

**Resource List – For Research and Further Reading**


